PRESIDENTS’ JOINT COMMISSION ON LAUSD GOVERNANCE, CANCELED

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2005

(NOTE: IN ADDITION TO THE THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2005, CANCELED MEETING, THERE WILL BE NO MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2005.)

METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS - BOARD ROOM - 4:00 PM
700 NORTH ALAMEDA STREET, LOS ANGELES, CA 90012

MEMBERS:  DAVID CUNNINGHAM, CO-CHAIR
          MARIA A. CASILLAS, CO-CHAIR
          DR. ROBERT R. BARNER          ERIN PAK
          ED BURKE                      SCOTT PLOTKIN
          DR. YVONNE CHAN               RON PRESCOTT
          BILL CLAY                     MATTHEW RODMAN
          GEORGE COLE                   MARY RODRIGUEZ
          JOSE CORNEJO                  JULIE RUELAS
          MARIA DAVILA                 CARLA SANGER
          DONALD L. DEAR                COLLEEN SCHWAB
          DREW FUREDI                   CAMILLA TOWNSEND
          MARQUEECE HARRIS-DAWSON       HOWARD WELINSKY
          JERRY HOROWITZ                ANDREW WESTALL
          CECILIA MORENO               PAUL WHITE
          RAMON MUNIZ                   DR. TYREE WIEDER
          MARY ROSE ORTEGA             JOHNATHAN WILLIAMS

(Adrienne Bass - Commission Legislative Assistant II - 213-922-9790)
email - GovernLAUSD@lacity.org or Fax 213 - 978-0238

MEETING CANCELED
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